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Abstract
Structured analytic techniques (SATs) are intended to improve intelligence analysis by checking
the two canonical sources of error: systematic biases and random noise. Although both goals are
achievable, no one knows how close the current generation of SATs comes to achieving either of
them. We identify two root problems: (1) SATs treat bipolar biases as unipolar. As a result, we
lack metrics for gauging possible over-shooting—and have no way of knowing when SATs that
focus on suppressing one bias (e.g., over-confidence) are triggering the opposing bias (e.g.,
under-confidence); (2) SATs tacitly assume that problem decomposition (e.g., breaking
reasoning into rows and columns of matrices corresponding to hypotheses and evidence) is a
sound means of reducing noise in assessments. But no one has ever actually tested whether
decomposition is adding or subtracting noise from the analytic process—and there are good
reasons for suspecting that decomposition will, on balance, degrade the reliability of analytic
judgment. The central shortcoming is that SATs have not been subject to sustained scientific of
the sort that could reveal when they are helping or harming the cause of delivering accurate
assessments of the world to the policy community.
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Introduction: What Are SATs?
Structured analytic techniques (SATs) are “mechanism[s] by which internal thought
processes are externalized in a systematic and transparent manner so that they can be shared,
built on, and easily critiqued by others.”1 The aim of SATs is to improve the quality of
intelligence analysis by mitigating commonly observed cognitive biases in analysts.2
SATs are a central feature of U.S. intelligence analysis training programs. The earliest
SATs date to the 1970s, when Richards Heuer introduced the idea to CIA intelligence officer,
Jack Davis. Heuer and Davis began developing the first of these methods, which they called
“alternative analysis.”3 This term was tweaked to “structured analytic techniques” and referred
to as such in CIA’s analyst training program in 2005.4 Post-9/11 Congressional reforms known
as the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 (IRTPA) affirmed their
doctrinal position within the IC.5 IRTPA mandated the use of SATs as part of a broader IC revamp in response to 9/11 and the misjudgment of Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
programs.6 The techniques are also taught in DIA’s Professional Analyst Career Education
(PACE) program and other IC training courses (focusing on techniques used by individuals or
small teams as opposed to prediction markets, crowdsourcing, and war-gaming).
Warren Fishbein and Greg Treverton, the former chair of the National Intelligence
Council, described the purpose of SATs as follows:
“… to help analysts and policy-makers stretch their thinking through structured techniques
that challenge underlying assumptions and broaden the range of possible outcomes
considered. Properly applied, it serves as a hedge against the natural tendencies of analysts—
like all human beings—to perceive information selectively through the lens of
preconceptions, to search too narrowly for facts that would confirm rather than discredit
existing hypotheses, and to be unduly influenced by premature consensus within analytic
groups close at hand.”7
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At their core, SATs are a set of processes for externalizing, organizing, and evaluating
analytic thinking. SATs range from the simple (e.g., structured brainstorming) to the complex
(e.g., scenario generation); from pure text-based methods (e.g., key assumptions check) to visual
ones (e.g., argument mapping). The total set of SATs presents a cornucopia of cognitive
enhancers from which analysts can choose the one best suited for the problem at hand. The CIA
Tradecraft Primer identifies 12 SATs, grouped into three categories, defined by its chief analytic
purpose: to foster diagnostic, contrarian, or imaginative thinking.8 Diagnostic techniques are
“aimed at making analytic arguments, assumptions, or intelligence gaps more transparent.”9
They are typically employed to evaluate hypotheses, to assess how existing evidence supports or
refutes hypotheses, and to help analysts size up new evidence in light of existing information.10
The contrarian or “challenge-analysis” techniques are used to probe existing analyses and
conclusions, particularly assessments of the stability of the status quo, as well as to test the
robustness of the consensus view. These SATs share “the goal of challenging an established
mental model or analytic consensus in order to broaden the range of possible explanations or
estimates that are seriously considered.”11 Finally, Imaginative Thinking techniques are aimed at
“developing new insights, different perspectives and/or developing alternative outcomes”.12
In the following sections, we delve into the claimed benefits of SATs over unaided
analysis. We then describe, in detail, the flaws in the conception and design of SATs which
render the claimed benefits implausible. Finally, we offer recommendations for improving the
development, testing, and evaluation of SATs by better integrating scientific findings. As some
intelligence scholars have recognized, the burden of proof should fall on those who urge the
intelligence community (IC) to devote resources to SATs—or indeed any other cognitiveenhancement intervention.13
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Why SATs Are Used in Intelligence
SATs are used in intelligence analysis to help analysts: (a) produce more objective and
credible judgments by mitigating cognitive biases;14 (b) cope with information overload; and (c)
make their thought processes more rigorous, consistent, and transparent, both to themselves and
to policy makers, serving as an accountability mechanism.15 SATs are supposed to chart a
feasible middle ground between methods that are rigorous but technically daunting (e.g.,
Bayesian networks) and unbridled intuition. The objective of SATs is beyond reproach. Below
we sketch three claimed categories of benefits.
Claim 1: SATs Improve Judgment Quality through Debiasing
Proponents claim that SATs “reduce the frequency and severity of error” of intelligence
assessments and estimates.16 Debiased reasoning can, under the right circumstances, produce
more accurate judgments.17 Some base this claim in SATs’ face validity. For instance, Heuer
argues, “if a structured analytic technique is specifically designed to mitigate or avoid one of the
proven problems in human thought processes, and if the technique appears to be successful in
doing so, that technique can be said to have face validity [emphasis added].”18 Table 1 lists the
12 SATs in the CIA Tradecraft Primer and their putative targeted bias.19 Status quo bias and
confirmation bias are the two most common biases that SATs are intended to mitigate.
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Table 1. SATs Target Cognitive Biases

Technique

Category

Description of Technique

Targeted Cognitive
Bias or Limitation

Key
Assumptions
Check

Diagnostic

List and review assumptions on which
fundamental judgments rest

Status quo bias;
attribution error;
wishful thinking

Diagnostic

Evaluate reliability, completeness and
soundness of available information
sources.

Status quo bias;
confirmation bias;
selective exposure;
inadequate search

Quality of
Information
Check
Indicators or
Signposts of
Change

Diagnostic

Periodically review observable trends to
Anchoring and undertrack events, monitor targets, and warn
adjustment
of change.

Analysis of
Competing
Hypotheses
(ACH)

Diagnostic

Identify alternative explanations and
evaluate evidence bearing on
hypotheses.

Status quo bias;
confirmation bias;
attribution error;
selective exposure;
congruence bias;
anchoring and underadjustment

Devil’s
Advocacy

Contrarian

Challenge consensus by building strong
cases for alternatives.

Confirmation bias,
Status quo bias

Team A/Team
B

Contrarian

Use of separate analytic teams that
contrast two (or more) views.

Confirmation bias,
Status quo bias

HighImpact/LowProbability
Analysis

Contrarian

Highlight unlikely events with potential
policy impact.

Status quo bias

“What If?”
Analysis

Contrarian

Assume a high-impact event has
occurred and explain why.

Confirmation bias,
Status quo bias

Use an uninhibited group process to
generate new ideas.

Status quo bias

Brainstorming Imaginative
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Outside-In
Thinking
Red Team
Analysis
Alternative
Futures
Analysis

Imaginative

Identify the full range of basic forces
and trends that could shape an issue.

Imaginative Try to replicate how an adversary would
think about an issue.
Imaginative

Explore multiple ways a highly
uncertain situation can develop.

Status quo bias; errors
in syllogism, illogical
arguments
Confirmation bias;
attribution error;
mirror-imaging
Status quo bias

Status quo bias, targeted by 10 of the 12 core SATs, occurs when analysts overweight the
“no-change” hypothesis in their assessments.20 In theory, SATs can check status quo bias by
encouraging analysts to consider the plausibility of abrupt-surprise scenarios and, by implication,
the fragility of the current equilibrium of forces.
Other SATs are geared to check confirmation bias, which can compromise analysts’ work
by restricting attention to a favored hypothesis, interpreting evidence in ways that bolster
existing beliefs, and unfavorably viewing evidence that undercuts beliefs.21 In an ethnographic
study of analysts, Rob Johnston noted that IC culture pushes analysts to conform to the
community consensus.22 This finding was not limited to junior analysts; quite the opposite.
Experience and expertise were positively correlated with favoring the consensus.23 According to
James Bruce, the IC’s inaccurate assessment of Iraq’s WMD efforts might well have been
different if analysts had used the right SATs: “what little observable evidence there was of
[Iraq’s nuclear reconstitution]… was not only over interpreted but also was not assessed relative
to any available evidence to the contrary.”24 Bruce conjectures that had analysts used ACH, they
would have been required to consider alternative hypotheses and more closely examine
disconfirming evidence, which could at least have lowered confidence in the favored
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hypothesis.25 Karl Spielmann similarly suggests that testing many hypotheses can help analysts
overcome prevailing mindsets by ensuring relevant information is not overlooked, such as
cultural differences between our culture and those of our adversaries.26 For example, Devil’s
Advocacy attempts to mitigate confirmation bias by encouraging divergent perspectives.
Claim 2: SATs Organize Complex Evidence
SATs are also supposed to help analysts: (a) organize information; (b) identify relevant
and diagnostic reporting, pulling useful signals from background noise. Heuer and Pherson state
that SATs “break down a specific analytic problem into its component parts and [specify] a stepby-step process for handling these parts.”27 Treverton further argues that SATs are especially
suited for solving intelligence issues that deal with transnational actors (e.g., terrorist groups),
which offer limited historical-context clues, are not easily detected and monitored, and are often
said to act unpredictably.28
Claim 3: SATs Instill Rigor and Make Analysts’ Thought Processes Transparent, Thus
More Logically Sound
SAT proponents believe that by systematically structuring analysis, the IC is
simultaneously improving the accuracy and objectivity of analysis while acknowledging that
analysts must be accountable to high standards of reasoning.29 SATs are intended to push
analysts to think thoroughly and rigorously by decomposing problems and externalizing their
thought processes so that reasoning mistakes can be corrected.30 Heuer also states that exposing
one’s arguments to scrutiny encourages transparency, which “helps ensure that differences of
opinion among analysts are heard and seriously considered early in the analytic process.”31
SATs thus make it easier to see how others arrived at different judgments. If analysts
have conflicting views, they can retrace the steps in their thought processes to see where and
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why they diverged in their assessments. This can stimulate discussions of different
interpretations of evidence or of varying views of the veracity of sources. And it can bring to
light information that some had overlooked, properly pooling previously private information.
Importantly, transparency enables other analysts to identify errant thinking, whether it stems
from insufficient search or faulty interpretations of evidence found. Transparency might also
boost policymakers’ valuations of IC assessments. Policymakers bear responsibility for
outcomes, so their decisions ultimately must be justifiable to the public.32
Two Core Reasons Why SATs Are Unlikely to Deliver on Promised Benefits: Bias
Bipolarity and Noise Neglect
Unfortunately, little is known about whether structured analytic techniques improve, have
no effect on or even degrade analysis because there is scant scientific research on their
effectiveness. We propose that the root problems with SATs derive from the failure to deploy
best practices in coping with the two fundamental sources of error that bedevil all efforts to
improve human judgment: systematic bias and random noise in the processes by which people
generate, test and update their hunches about the world. Specifically, SATs fail to address (a) the
inherently bipolar nature of cognitive biases and the omnipresent risk that well-intentioned
attempts to reduce one bias, say, over-confidence, will amplify its opposing bias, underconfidence; (b) the cumulative nature of error in multi-stage assessments, in which the noise in
the conclusions from the one stage gets fed into the next—and the risk that well-intentioned
efforts to reduce noise by decomposing complex judgments into sequences of simpler ones will
make those judgments less, not more, consistent—an oversight we call noise neglect. Both
problems stem from the lack of sustained efforts to subject SATs to scientific tests of efficacy
and scrutinizing the processes for logical validity.33 The net result is that it is difficult to know
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when SATs are sparing us from serious mistakes, when they are creating more problems than
they are solving, or when they are just ineffective.

Figure 1. Effects of Noise Neglect and Bias Bipolarity on Judgmental Accuracy34
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Figure 1 illustrates the core concepts of bias bipolarity and noise neglect that guide our
critique. The first row of Figure 1 depicts variation in the noisiness of judgments, which is a
function of how far our independent efforts to hit the same target fall from each other. Suppose
analysts are all trying to estimate when the latest North Korean missile will be launched—and
that the analysts are working from identical data. The predictions displayed in Target B are
manifestly noisier—which is to say, inferior to—those displayed in Target A. All else equal, a
rational IC would prefer analysts making the forecasts depicted in Target A. The noisier the
judgments, the greater the risk of being wrong, dramatically wrong—and that risk is not offset by
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the occasional lucky random hit. It follows that the IC should want SATs that, all else equal,
bring down noise (i.e., random variation in analytic judgments of exactly the same data).
The second row depicts variation in bias, which is a function of how systematically our
independent efforts to hit the same target deviate from the bull’s eye. The Target C judgments
display a directional bias and the Target D forecasts displays an even more pronounced one. The
amount of noise in the Targets C and D judgments is identical—and also identical to the amount
of noise in Target A. If the IC worked in a world in which biases were overwhelmingly
unidirectional, falling in one quadrant, it would not have to worry about the risks raised by SATs
concentrating on reducing over-confidence, status quo bias or excessive deference to the
consensus. But there are good reasons for doubting we live in such a world—and for worrying
that warning only about over-confidence will eventually cause under-confidence, that pushing
single-mindedly against the status quo bias will eventually trigger over-predictions of change and
that straying far from consensus thinking will eventually cause us to waste time on frivolous
contrarian arguments. All too often, SATs focus on only one pole of the bipolar bias
continuum.35
The third row depicts what can go wrong when SATs fail to push hard enough against the
prevailing bias (Target E) or push too hard against it and trigger a mirror-image bias (Target F).
SATs based on a unipolar model of bias are at continual risk of producing a bipolar backlash
effect. Getting closer to the bull’s eye requires SATs that avoid the mistakes of both pushing too
little and pushing too hard. Helping analysts pull off this balancing act requires them to the
bipolar nature of the bias, giving them feedback on their current susceptibility to both types of
error, and encouraging them to experiment with evidence-weighting strategies that bring them
closer to the bull’s eye, without over-shooting the mark.
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The fourth row focuses on what can go wrong when SATs fail to recognize that problem
decomposition is a two-edged sword that can amplify or reduce unreliability, depending on how
procedures are interpreted and executed. Target G shows the result of a successful effort to bring
down measurement error (relative to Target A) and Target H shows the result of a badly botched
effort to reduce unreliability (again, relative to Target A).
In our view, SATs rest on a deep ontological misconception about the nature of bias and
a deep methodological misconception about the nature of measurement error and how best to
reduce it.
Recently, Chang and Tetlock identified examples of lopsided analytic training that played
up one side of the error equation—the need to be wary of overconfidence and of underweighting
the potential for change—and downplayed the other side—the risks of under-confidence and of
exaggerating the prospects for change.36 Cognitive biases can cut in either direction, and SATs
that focus exclusively on one pole of a bipolar bias render analysts vulnerable to the mirrorimage bias, a vulnerability that becomes most obvious when the environment shifts. For
example, people tend to be under-confident on easier tasks and over-confident when faced with
harder ones.37 Similarly, depending on the environment, people’s tendency to neglect base rates
can cause them either to over-weight or under-weight the status quo.”38
Improving judgment via SATs requires balancing opposing biases. Debiasing is akin to
growing a houseplant: under-water and watch it die; over-water and get the same result. “Addwater-and-watch-it-grow” is not a viable horticultural strategy, just as “add-SATs-and-watchanalysis-flourish” is not a viable cognitive psychological strategy. This is because the biases that
SATs are designed to prevent are associated with opposing biases that can come into play when
SATs overcorrect for the original errors. The problem is that SATs, as treatments of cognitive
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bias, tend to be applied with the assumption that both the degree and direction of bias afflicting
analysts is known when in fact this is rarely known. The worst-case scenario arises when the
SAT is so effective that it causes the analyst to exhibit the opposite bias. Unidirectional
debiasing techniques are brittle because the degree and direction of bias among analysts is often
moderated by situational factors, such as time pressure, and individual differences, such as the
extent to which analysts naturally seek disconfirming information and their level of expertise on
a subject.39
Robust debiasing strategies should aim to reduce deviations from accuracy by mitigating
both the bias and the opposing one. This concept is distinct from the idea of debiasing by
reducing the magnitude of one pole of a bias. As an example, take calibration feedback, which
targets both over- and under-confidence, and contrast that with techniques that warn against the
perils of overconfidence—trying to move people in a particular direction just the right amount
requires knowing which direction and by how much.40
Thus, SATs apply a one-size-fits-all-biases approach to judgmental correction. But
analysts vary in the amount of bias they exhibit based on the specifics of the situation, including
variables such as evidentiary quality, target behavior and changeability, and even the past
accuracy of judgments. Indeed, analysts could bias their judgments so that they wind up not
“making the last mistake”-- potentially what occurred in over-connecting the dots in the Iraq
WMD case as a response to under-connecting the dots in the case of 9/11.41 Similarly, target
behavior that does not change often can result in analysts overly favoring the status quo, which
appeared to be the case in the IC’s missed calls on Russia’s invasion of Crimea and the Arab
Spring uprisings. Analysts also vary in their ability and motivation to self-identify instances of
biased cognition. In the worst case, analysts may mistakenly believe they are perfectly unbiased
13

or that they are exhibiting one bias when they are actually exhibiting the opposing one. SATs
depend on analysts and their managers correctly identifying the direction and magnitude of their
own biases, probably a rarely satisfied precondition. Many arguments in favor of SATs come
after major intelligence failures and which SATs to use in future analysis is thus informed by
wanting to prevent another “PLA crossing the Yalu” or “Soviet missile gap” misjudgment.
However, such hindsight-tainted inquiries may actually lead to the adoption of techniques that
are a net negative for improving judgments on a future issue. For example, analysts concerned
with how much weight they are giving to the status quo might adopt a Devil’s Advocacy
approach which, in turn, puts them at risk of over-weighting engaging-but-low-probability
scenarios. Brainstorming and scenario generation might have made 9/11-style attacks more
imaginable, but by attending to too many far-fetched scenarios, the net effect might well have
been to obscure more plausible attack avenues, such as homegrown extremists conducting mass
killings with assault weapons.
Without proper measurement, it is impossible to gauge the direction and magnitude of
biases that limit accuracy. Thus, there is great uncertainty over which biases to prioritize for
correction—and how far correction should go before it results in overcorrection. Table 2 shows
how opposing biases can arise from one-sided use of SATs.
Table 2. SATs Can Potentially Trigger Opposing Biases

Technique

Targeted Bias

Key Assumptions Check

Status quo bias; fundamental
attribution error; wishful
thinking
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Activated Opposing Bias

Fundamental situational error

Quality of Information
Check

Status quo bias;
confirmation bias; selective
exposure; inadequate search

Under-confidence; excessive search

Indicators or Signposts of
Change

Anchoring and underadjustment

Over-confidence; over-adjustment;
excessive volatility

Analysis of Competing
Hypotheses (ACH)

Status quo bias;
confirmation bias;
attribution error; selective
exposure; congruence bias;
anchoring and underadjustment

Incoherent probabilities

Devil’s Advocacy

Status quo bias

Base-rate neglect

Team A/Team B

Status quo bias

Groupthink, Group Polarization

High-Impact/LowProbability Analysis

Status quo bias

Base-rate neglect

“What If?” Analysis

Status quo bias

Base-rate neglect

Brainstorming

Status quo bias

Incoherent probabilities

Outside-In Thinking

Status quo; illogical
arguments

Ignorance fallacy; overconfidence

Red Team Analysis

Confirmation bias;
attribution error; mirrorimaging

Groupthink; overconfidence;
“otherness”: believing others to be
fundamentally irrational

Alternative Futures
Analysis

Status quo bias

Incoherent probabilities

Many SATs are designed to challenge the consensus view. But focusing exclusively on
ratcheting down excessive conformity can have the unintended effect of inducing excessive
second-guessing. Indeed, a recent study of Canadian strategic intelligence analysts found just
that—geopolitical forecasts were systematically under-confident rather than over-confident.42
Nor was such evidence relegated to a particular experience level of analysts: junior and senior
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analysts alike displayed significant under-confidence in forecasting. Experimental research
corroborates these findings. In one study, military intelligence analysts who judged the
probabilities of two mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses assigned too little certainty to
the hypotheses.43 Since SATs are designed to challenge prevailing lines of reasoning, they could
inadvertently undercut the confidence of already under-confident analysts. By couching
judgments in unnecessary uncertainty, intelligence agencies water down the indicative value of
intelligence. Under-confidence can foster, not reduce, uncertainty in the minds of decision
makers.
Table 2 also reveals that SATs heavily focus on preventing status-quo bias, which can
activate the opposing bias of base-rate neglect. Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky coined the
term to describe “situations in which a base rate that is known to a subject, at least
approximately, is ignored or significantly underweighted.”44 When analysts are pushed to focus
on the possibility of change, they unsurprisingly over-predict change.45 For instance, “What If?”
Analysis and Brainstorming encourage deviant ideas that can steer analysts away from diagnostic
information. Underweighting of cross-case base-rates is typically accompanied by the
overweighting of case-specific indicators, causing miscalibration of confidence estimates.46
Specifically, people unreasonably privilege observable, case-specific evidence, and are less
sensitive to the predictive validity of each piece of evidence given the prior odds of each
outcome occurring (as prescribed by a Bayesian approach).47 The root problem is that most
people have difficulty assessing probabilities without proper training.48 Studies have shown that
when evidence is extreme relative to a base-rate, individuals become ‘over-confident’ by
Bayesian standards, whereas “weak” evidence yields ‘under-confident’ judgments.49 Further,
individuals tend to be over-confident with a small sample size (i.e., minimal collection of
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indicative evidence) and under-confident with a large sample size (i.e., great breadth of
indicative evidence), which demonstrates an inability to draw inferences proportional to the
strength of available evidence.50 People likely do not properly weigh new evidence in
conjunction with their prior beliefs, causing irrational confidence in judgments. Overall, SATs
that target status quo bias could amplify the inflation or deflation of associated probabilities, an
unintended consequence that makes the improbable seem more probable than warranted.
Neglecting Noise: Do SATs Reduce Noise in Judgments?
In addition to slighting bias bipolarity, we believe that certain SATs unnecessarily
introduce noise into an already noisy process, causing inconsistent judgments to become even
more inconsistent (in scientific parlance, unreliable). Reliability of assessments is a necessary but
not sufficient condition of their validity. Many intelligence analysts are highly skilled, attaining
expertise through years of experience and specialized training. If nothing has changed, we should
expect an expert analyst examining the same evidence using the same SATs to reach the same
judgments at different times—that is, to be both internally consistent and temporally stable.51
However, several types of SATs rely on decomposing and separately addressing the components
of a problem (e.g., evidence, hypotheses, conclusions). Unfortunately there is a lot of subjectivity
in the decomposition process, in part, due to the ambiguity of the SAT-prescribed processes.
This sets the stage for an assumed strength of SATs—proceduralizing thinking processes as an
alternative to “mere intuition”—to impair intelligence analysis.
Ultimately, SATs rely on subjective analytic inputs (which extends even to interpreting
relatively objective scientific-signature and remote-sensing data). Without well-defined rules that
reliably improve interpretation of inputs and sharpen analytic outputs, SATs may serve only as a
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vehicle transporting subjectivity from one end of the process to the other. The SAT process
becomes an end in itself, dressing up subjective judgments in a cloak of objectivity. The
inconsistent handling of the decomposed parts—hypotheses, evidence, and hypothesis-evidence
linkages—is especially worrisome.
SATs allow inconsistent handling of raw intelligence, particularly judgments of how
evidence bears on alternative hypotheses. For example, in exercises involving over 3,000
students from multiple agencies, Heuer and Pherson found that “students disagree on how to rate
the evidence in about 20-30 percent of the cells in [an ACH] matrix.”52 This is unsurprising
given that the ACH technique does not provide detailed guidance on how “consistency” should
be defined, despite the centrality of the concept of “consistency” in all ACH rating exercises.
Analysts may also actively expand the original conceptual framework of a favored
hypothesis to accommodate new evidence (whereas confirmation bias shoehorns evidence into
the hypothesis). Thus, it is not the most accurate hypothesis that emerges as the most likely from
an SAT framework, but the hypothesis that is most ideologically consistent with an analysts’
preconceived notions—a problem known as “conceptual stretching” or “elastic redefinition.”53
Analysts may not recognize their favoritism toward a hypothesis, which can affect how leniently
or harshly they judge the consistency of evidence for favored or disfavored hypotheses.54
SATs also have difficulty handling interdependencies among strands of evidence.
Techniques such as ACH and Indicators and Signposts of Change untangle such messes by
instructing analysts to break problems into their components. This reductionist treatment ignores
the first-order interactions between variables and the feedback loops and subsequent acceleration
or deceleration of interactions between variables. The outbreak of World War I emerged from a
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complex intertwining of relationships, which is difficult to decompose without distortion.55 If
interdependencies are not accurately captured in simulations, a small variation can cause drastic
perturbations.56 More importantly, the SATs rely on the analyst to properly decompose the
problem, offering little guidance on how far to take the reductionist exercise and leading again to
the institutionally-sanctioned-subjectivity problem. Beebe and Beebe note that although SATs
can help analysts evaluate binary relationships, they do not address the feedback loops and
chained interactions involving many variables, including elements outside those captured in the
existing analytic space.57 The difficulty in representing the interactions between variables is what
makes complex situations so difficult to understand and predict.58
How evidence is weighed (determining the relative importance of sources) is another key
aspect of analysis largely neglected by structured methods. Without more explicit rules, analysts
are left to their own subjective devices. ACH is one of the few methods that do capture the value
of different evidence via its ‘weighted inconsistency score.’ However, ACH needs to provide
more explicit guidelines for weighting evidence consistently. Different analysts assigning
different weights (i.e., inter-rater disagreement) can lead to incoherent and inaccurate weight
assignments.59 ACH’s description for ranking evidence by diagnosticity is subject to
interpretation and can thus lead to inconsistent rankings across individuals (and even within
individuals depending on when they looked at the evidence (the phenomenon of latent selfcontradiction)).
Noise neglect can also lead to biased reasoning. Methods such as ACH do not check on
whether analysts have a shared interpretation of “consistency” and “inconsistency” of evidence
with hypotheses—leaving the meaning of consistency subjective. The instructions for ACH (e.g.,
the doctrinaire version in the CIA’s primer) are underspecified, and as currently designed, will
19

often lead to inter-subjective disagreement over what evidence “fits” or “doesn’t fit” with a given
hypothesis. The CIA’s primer on ACH lists “attacks on journalists” as being inconsistent with
the Japanese cult Aum Shinrikyo being a “kooky cult” and neutral with relation to it being a
“terrorist organization,” but reasonable analysts could view attacking the media as a common
terrorist tactic.60 If analysts are thinking this way about evidence within ACH, then ACH is
merely a structured approach to facilitating the analyst’s use of the representativeness heuristic—
in effect, ACH requires the analyst to answer the question, “To what extent does this evidence
seem to fit or match this hypothesis?”61 The representativeness heuristic has been implicated in
several judgment biases, including the conjunction fallacy, insensitivity to sample size, and
overestimating the probative value of individuating information.62
SAT trainers and critics alike point to the need to dispel the illusion of analytic soundness
afforded by SATs. If an analyst goes through the technique’s motions without significant
challenge to their externalized thinking, SATs may provide only a veneer of analytic legitimacy
without true improvements to analytic quality. As currently designed, SATs enable imprecision
(i.e., unsystematic deviations from accuracy) which can degrade the reliability of judgments –
even though the declared goal is to force analysts to generate more precise ones. In the absence
of new information, the same analyst using the same SAT should generate the same judgment
over time (be reliable). Reliability is a necessary but not sufficient factor for establishing
validity—analysts should at least not contradict their own prior judgments of exactly the same
data.63 Despite these flaws, the intelligence literature tends to assume that SATs work largely as
intended. SAT advocates (and even official documents) often take an uncritical stance on their
net utility.64 These flaws remain unquestioned because SATs have only rarely been subjected to
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scientific scrutiny. We therefore see a need for testing the net effectiveness of SATs as well as
eliminating known flaws.
SATs Remain Mostly Untested
The neglect of bias bipolarity and noise has persisted so long because SATs have never
been subjected to sustained scientific validation,65 a fact that even the most ardent SAT
advocates acknowledge.66 The lack of testing has other downstream impacts, including mistrust
in the techniques by rank-and-file analysts. Analysts under time pressure are understandably
reluctant to put their faith in time-consuming techniques of unknown value.67
To our knowledge, no official report has closely examined whether structuring analysis
improves reasoning as measured against the standards in ICD 203, such as proper sourcing of
claims, exhibiting clear and logical argumentation, and being more accurate in assessments.68 In
2007, the IC began formally evaluating intelligence products based on the metrics of objectivity,
political independence, breadth of information, timeliness, and proper tradecraft.69 The IC has
only recently begun to systematically evaluate the accuracy of its estimates and to connect their
accuracy to the tradecraft used to produce them.70 Heuer and Pherson themselves concede, “the
conventional criterion for validating an analytic technique is the accuracy of the answers it
provides.”71 They acknowledge that there is currently “no systematic program for evaluating or
validating the effectiveness of these techniques.”72
In an independent review, Coulthart examined the efficacy of SATs based on their impact
on rigor and accuracy. Brainstorming proved effective in improving analysis in 40% of cases;
however, face-to-face collaborative Brainstorming (the form of Brainstorming endorsed by the
CIA Tradecraft Primer) had a consistently detrimental effect on the quality of judgments.73
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Devil’s Advocacy outperformed analyses derived from consensus methods of decision-making in
70% of cases.74 In a separate study, ACH reduced confirmation bias but only for people without
an intelligence background. Those with an intelligence background showed no reduction in
confirmation bias.75 While Devil’s Advocacy fared well, these preliminary results suggest that
SATs as a whole warrant greater skeptical examination.
Consider also Rob Johnston’s reflection on his experience with another form of
competitive analysis Red Team Analysis: “[the demographics of the group were] not
representative of the adversary we were intended to simulate,” underscoring how methods
emanating from the best of intentions can nevertheless go awry.76 According to Johnston, there
was only one person in the group who had a cultural background related to the target; that
person’s contributions were severely undervalued by other group members, who instead favored
theories consistent with their own backgrounds.77 This example demonstrates how mirrorimaging bias still pervades Red Team analysis, contrary to its design intention. In such cases,
SATs produced a false sense of opinion diversity.
Although some have objected to evaluating the effectiveness of SATs empirically, Heuer
and Pherson state that the concerns “could be largely resolved if experiments were conducted
with intelligence analysts using techniques as they are used within the Intelligence Community
to analyze typical intelligence issues.”78 There have been promising efforts to satisfy each
requirement but they have yet to be integrated into a comprehensive evaluative framework such
as the ICD 203 standards.79 Without a clear performance standard, analysts might only seek to
employ SATs because they are formalized within ICD 203, not because they are efficacious.
Addressing Bias Bipolarity and Noise Neglect to Improve SATs
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SATs should promote analytic assessments that are reliable (i.e., consistent within analyst
across time), valid (i.e., based on sound reasoning), and accurate (i.e., corresponding to truth).
Achieving this goal starts by fleshing out sub-processes within techniques (how each SAT
categorizes evidence, whether the process is collaborative, the situations in which that SAT
should be used, etc.). This includes ensuring that SATs start from as strong a theoretical
framework as possible. It is also necessary to better integrate logical and probabilistic reasoning
to make SATs internally coherent. Most importantly, SATs should be evaluated on whether they
lead to accurate judgments and higher quality explanations, so their potential to aid judgment can
be better understood.
Establish More Explicit Rules for Handling Evidence
We propose establishing explicit rules to weight and categorize evidence to promote
consistency in the application of SATs and, more importantly, in the assessments they support.
We suggest keeping records to identify the role various types of intelligence information played
in assessing previous situations.80 The relationships between evidence (e.g., raw reporting, open
source media, background information) and outcomes would help develop base-rates of event
occurrence that, over time, could provide “outside view” checks on portfolios of “inside view”
case-based assessments.81 Such information can be used to more properly weight evidence
within techniques such as ACH; meanwhile, analysts’ source track records can be used to inform
assessments of source credibility when conducting Quality of Information Checks.
Clarifying SAT rules for evaluating evidence can help analysts think critically about how
they should interpret new or unfamiliar information, rather than relying on their intuition.82
Implementing such rules would decrease ambiguity in how new observations are interpreted–
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which would, in turn, lead to analysts and analytic groups dealing with evidence more
consistently. For example, explicit categorization rules would clarify objectively what constitutes
a ‘moderate concern’ signpost versus a ‘substantial concern’ signpost within the Indicators and
Signposts of Change process. How much should analysts update their beliefs about a country
possessing WMD if they observe attempts to acquire aluminum tubes that may or may not be
suitable for enrichment? These clarifications should minimize the potential to interpret evidence
to ‘fit’ pet theories.
Incorporate Probability Theory into SATs
SATs should include mechanisms to ensure analysts reason probabilistically and can
express their probabilistic assessment precisely. Numeric probabilities are preferred but it may
sometimes be possible to use verbal probabilities consistently and carefully to achieve adequate
precision. The aim of probabilistic assessments is not to misrepresent analysts’ judgments as
scientific facts, but rather to promote conditions that support clear verification of internally
consistent thinking and accuracy over the long run. Such verification, in turn, would dramatically
improve intelligence accountability by supplementing a virtually exclusive focus on analytic
process with important indicators of accuracy.

83

By evaluating a conclusion such as North Korea

is “likely” to collapse by the end of the year, analysts can calibrate their future judgments
accordingly.
With precise feedback, analysts would be less likely to over-estimate the likelihood of
rare outcomes and more likely to make calibrated assessments that properly identify the relative
strengths of the arrayed hypotheses.84 For improving inter-subjective consistency and agreement,
assigning numeric probabilities to hypotheses would enable analysts to communicate more
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granular and meaningful estimates to one another and to policymakers.85 Alan Barnes, when he
was director of the Middle East and Africa Division of the Intelligence Assessment Secretariat in
the Government of Canada, introduced a nine-point probability scale and found it created a
“common understanding of the degree of certainty attached to a judgment,” thereby reducing
problems of misinterpretation that arise when analysts communicate their judgments to others.86
Barnes also found that increased experience with using numeric probabilities made analysts more
comfortable using them.87
Verify the Efficacy of SATs for Debiasing and Noise Reduction
We recommend that SATs be tested using the scientific gold standard: controlrandomized experiments, designed in such a way that they are sensitive to the specific and
unique circumstances that analysts face: time-pressure, evidential uncertainty, and content
bearing on national security.88
Furthermore, Heuer has noted that two different analysts using the same SAT, evaluating
the same analytic problem, can reach different judgments due to different “mental models.”89
However, proponents of SATs should agree that if an SAT is to produce consistent results, the
same analyst using a given SAT should interpret a given situation the same way each time he
encounters it, if in fact nothing has changed. In other words, beliefs should not randomly
oscillate in the absence of new information. Thus, to measure SATs for reliability, we propose
various tests such as examining test-retest reliability, susceptibility to framing effects, refocusing
effects, and whether using methods result in violations of logical constraints on reasoning.90 For
example, assessments of the probability of a terrorist attack in a specified location and timeframe
can differ substantially from assessments of the probability of no terrorist attack in the same
location and timeframe when subtracted from 1. If such assessments were coherent, they would
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be the same. However, it appears that querying people about the occurrence or non-occurrence of
an event, such as a terrorist attack, often triggers different information search, memory retrieval,
and assessment processes.91 Likewise, when the probability of success on a given type of
instance is high (say 90% likely), people judge event descriptions like “exactly 1 success in 4
tries” as more probable than “exactly 3 failures in 4 tries”, despite the fact that they refer to the
same conjunction (i.e., “1 success and three failures out of 4 tries”) and are therefore
equiprobable.92 SATs should help analysts avoid these predictable forms of logical
inconsistency, but there is currently no credible evidence that they do.
Specifically, we suggest the following test-retest evaluation of temporal stability: the
same analyst is given identical intelligence problems to analyze (the same evidence and
objective) a month or two apart. If the technique is reliable, analysts will categorize the
components the same way each time, and more importantly, arrive at the same judgment. This is
an especially important test for diagnostic techniques. Requiring analysts to break information
into components (e.g. evidence, indicators, sources) in the absence of well-specified criteria
might lead to an unnecessarily messy process. For example, if an analyst is using Indicators or
Signposts of Change and identifies a specific indicator (e.g., military discontent with a civilian
government) as a ‘Moderate Concern’ in Trial 1, then—in the absence of new information—the
analyst also should identify it as a ‘Moderate Concern’ in Trial 2. If we find that analysts’
classifications of indicators in Trial 1 and Trial 2 are unreliable, the technique should be
improved by creating more explicit rules for categorizing evidence, prior to validity testing. Testretest reliability experiments have been conducted in professions such as radiology, tax
accounting, and auditing.93 Our proposal would provide insight into the question of whether
SATs reduce, increase, or leave unchanged the degree of judgmental imprecision.
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Note that the proposed method would not test the value of analytic collaboration, but it
could easily by adding another design element. We could devise similar experiments for groups
to test collaboration techniques, like Brainstorming and Red Teaming. The group aspect of these
SATs is intended to promote a diverse range of opinions, enabling all hypotheses to be
considered and the optimal judgment chosen. Thus, it may be advisable to give multiple groups
the same analytic project and access to the same evidence, then measure consistency across
group judgments rendered with or without the SAT. Does SAT use improve inter-group
reliability? We won’t know until we test.
Establishing a Feedback Loop to Continuously Improve SATs
Intelligence organizations should periodically update and improve SATs in response to
data from accuracy assessments. Part of this feedback loop requires scoring assessments for
accuracy, which can sometimes be done even when key judgments are expressed as verbal
probabilities.94 The historical accuracy of intelligence forecasts is mostly unknown.95 By
quantifying the likelihoods that analysts assign to hypotheses using a logically coherent process,
we can record the frequency and degree to which each analytic structure produces accurate
judgments (as measured by skill metrics such as Brier scores), to create reliable performance
records. Then, we could continuously catalog all estimative judgments and conduct follow-up
post-mortems to cross-check whether the hypothesis that corresponded to the correct outcome
was ‘on the radar’ throughout, and examine why it was undervalued or dismissed.96 These
records could be used to assess current threats by researching which similar past threats analysts
assessed accurately, and which factors differentiated failures from success.97 Johnston refers to
this type of system as an “institutional memory”—a library of “lessons learned” that analysts can
utilize and add to.98 A database eventually could develop into a system that allows for automatic
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extraction of information relevant to a specific person, date, location, facility, organization, etc.99
In the long run, this would save analysts time, because they could retrieve information more
quickly from a centralized, coded system, and efficiently discover associations throughout the
history of the topic.100
In addition, making feedback available to individual analysts can help them improve their
judgments over time, including measures of calibration and discrimination.101 Most people don’t
have an accurate sense of their strengths and weaknesses when assessing uncertainty;
performance feedback has been shown to help individuals improve their performance, by
keeping records to dispel self-serving illusions of skill.102 Johnston proposed a “Performance
Improvement Infrastructure” to measure individual analytic performance and the impact of
different “interventions” (e.g. SATs) on their performance.103 The performance of intelligence
analysts could become a little more like weather forecasters, whose success Griffin and Tversky
attributed in part to their getting “immediate frequentist feedback.”104 While intelligence analysis
and weather forecasting are different activities (clouds don’t have agency, for one thing) and
analysts will likely never approach the calibration of meteorologists (who have data rich
computer models), feedback may lead to some judgmental improvements. How much is an
empirical question that can only be answered after such a system is instituted.
Finally, we propose a new, more scientifically grounded taxonomy for organizing,
testing, and generating new SATs. One way of organizing SATs is to determine when best to use
them by aligning them with analytic production phases (e.g., during initial drafting, during the
community coordination process) and cognitive sub-processes (e.g., during broad information
search, during the generation of hypotheses).105 A more parsimonious way is to align SATs with
the deeper cognitive trade-offs that analysts routinely encounter and feature prominently in the
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psychological literature. For example, the current official taxonomy of diagnostic, contrarian,
and imaginative techniques could be simplified to two categories: helping analysts engage in
critical thinking and helping analysts engage in creative thinking. This distinction has been
observed by psychologist Tom Gilovich and analogizes SATs to tests that ask “must-I-believeit?” and tests that ask “can-I-believe-it?”106 As analysts encounter new evidence, reconsider old
evidence in light of new evidence, and generate and test hypotheses, they must balance between
minimizing errors of believing things they are not logically obliged to believe (i.e., checks on
excessive gullibility). They must also minimize errors of failing to give credence to possibilities
they should have given weight (i.e., checks on excessive rigidity). Existing techniques such as
foresight analysis help analysts on “can I believe it” type questions and devil’s advocacy stress
tests analytic conclusions of the “must I believe it” variety.
Put another way, some SATs will enhance foveal vision (i.e., our capacity to rapidly and
accurately diagnose threats and opportunities in front of us), which is especially helpful in
current and crisis intelligence functions. Others will enhance peripheral vision (i.e., our capacity
to anticipate threats that are outside plausibility range of conventional wisdom—thus blending
contrarian and imaginative techniques), which is helpful for longer-term assessments and horizon
scanning. Aligning SATs with scientifically grounded functions will make it easier to manage
the tough cognitive trade-offs analysts regularly encounter.
Conclusion
The great 20th century sociologist Robert Merton distinguished between the manifest and
latent functions of collective practices and rituals. Rain dances are supposed to serve the
manifest function of causing clouds to form and produce rain, but they also serve the latent
functions of bringing the tribe together and fostering social cohesion. Merton argued that the
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latent functions of a surprisingly wide range of collective activities were actually much more
important to people than the manifest or officially declared functions.
Pointing out the possible latent functions of a practice can be risky. Insiders often take
umbrage when outsiders suggest that insiders’ public reasons for doing X are not their real
reasons. But a serious scientific inquiry requires taking the risk and posing the impertinent
question: does the IC value SATs more for their manifest or latent functions?
Thus far, we have taken the IC at its word and assumed that the manifest functions of
SATs— improving analysis—are its real reason for embracing SATs. But the central claims of
this article raise questions. If SATs have never been rigorously tested for efficacy, rest on an
untenable unipolar conception of cognitive biases, and foster inconsistent judgments: why has
this suboptimal state of affairs been allowed to persist for decades?
We see three broad sets of possibilities. First, we have under-estimated the IC and SAT
proponents. The IC knows more about the effectiveness of SATs than we claim—and SATs are
more effective than we have suppose. Second, the IC knows as little about efficacy as we
claim—and it is not particularly interested in learning more. SATs serve valuable bureaucraticpolitical signaling functions. They send the message that the IC is committed to playing a pure
epistemic game and trains its analysts in accordance with quasi-scientific ground rules. Success
is measured not along an accuracy metric but along an impression management metric that
follows from an intuitive politician mindset: are we creating the desired impression on key
constituencies?107 Third, the IC knows about as much as we worry it does—and would like to
learn more—but is skeptical that it is possible to move much beyond face validity.
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We are unlikely to convince readers who fall in the first and second camps but we do
seek to engage readers in the third. This is because SATs hold much promise. If constructed
properly and continuously tested and refined, they probably can help analysts produce more
accurate and better-reasoned reports. That SATs remain largely untested is a major problem for
their adoption by IC analysts because of the need for demonstrated efficacy to be a part of the
SAT “convincing case.” Further training on which SATs are best suited for which issues
(regional, functional) can only be developed with data from rigorous applied scientific research
showing that a specific SAT is well-aligned for a problem sub-type. Sometimes the best SAT
may be no-SAT-at-all.
In a nutshell, this paper is an appeal for greater scientific rigor. Science, like intelligence,
can be messy. Progress is slow and only comes from efforts to push boundaries. SAT proponents
and opponents alike should welcome the fresh attention. The problems with SATs are serious but
there are potential fixes. Although there is no guarantee that SATs will prevent the next WMD
misjudgment or predict the next major terrorist attack, they could still improve analysis in
meaningful and measurable ways. Figuring out how best to design SATs so that they help, not
hinder, intelligence analysts should be a top priority.
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